Lowering operations (or removal of temporary propping) are usually required as part of the assembling process of large steel structures under construction, in order to release them from the temporary supports, which represents the final step of the erection phase. This paper is dedicated to the study of this delicate engineering operation, covering two distinct approaches for the solution of the problem and addressing both the design and the execution phases. Indeed, two simple numerical models are proposed herein for the required structural analyses, so as to allow the check of compliance of the structure with the safety requirements prescribed by applicable standards for this transient phase, both for the structure itself, as well as for the temporary supports (in most cases, steel towers are used for this purpose). Additionally, an itemized procedure, aiming the achievement of a safe operation at the construction site, is also outlined. Two examples of successful operations, for which the proposed techniques were applied, are finally presented. D. Lepikson Oliveira et al. International Journal of Constructive Research in Civil Engineering (IJCRCE) Page | 2 Figure1. Erection of the roof of the Corinthians Arena, in São Paulo, Brazil
INTRODUCTION
The removal of temporary supports used during the erection phase of large steel structures, referred to in this article as a lowering operation, represents a big challenge for a structural engineer in charge, not necessarily because of the complexity of the assembly process itself, but due to the risk involved in the operation and the possible consequences of a potential failure. This is a recurrent step to be overcome during the assembly process of a steel structure, whose erection sequence presumes the partition of the structure in smaller and simpler segments, simply supported by temporary work during the construction phase. Such segments (or modules) are preassembled at ground level, lifted up, held in their final pre-cambered position by temporary supports and subsequently connected to each other, until the complete structure is achieved and becomes selfsupporting. When this stage is reached, the temporary supports are no longer required and can all be removed. The operation of temporary support removal is referred to here as a lowering operation and is the main theme to be addressed in this article.
In Brazil, where the steel construction is yet incipient, this methodology was particularly adopted in the assembly of large roofs of football stadia, which were designed and built for the 2014 Football World Cup. One of these stadia is illustrated in Figure1, the Corinthians Arena, in São Paulo, designed by the German office WERNER SOBEK (from Stuttgart) and constructed by the Brazilian company ODEBRECHT.
One should note in the example shown in Figure1,that the temporary support members are usually constituted by steel towers, either prefabricated or tailor made structures specifically designed for such purpose 1 .
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Consider the theoretical structure illustrated in Figure2: a statically-determined beam with a 30 m span, supported by four props along the span in its initial configuration. The main idea to be exploited in this simple example is to show how to migrate from a continuous system to a simply-supported beam, by progressively imposing proper intermediate displacements, aiming to achieve the final desired configuration. The stepwise displacements are controlled by a suitable relief in the intermediate reaction forces, using hydraulic devices for that purpose.
In this case, one may wonder how the temporary reactions should vary, in order to obtain a deflected shape, which remains proportional to the final configuration at each step --something to be predicted by the procedure to be adopted in the field. Practical issues similar to this one may arise and are addressed in this example. Initial structural system: The main ideas of the numerical method applied here are summarized below.
Purpose
To determine the reaction forces acting in each step on the temporary/intermediate supports, starting from the initial configuration (a continuous beam) up to the final configuration (a simply-supported beam), considering that the operation is performed in "n" steps and that the deflections of the beam for the final configuration are known. 2
Method
To calculate the loading mobilized step-by-step by the structural system due to a relief of the previously determined support reactions, allowing the structure to displace stepwise at the temporarily supported intermediate points, using the following equation (written for a generic Step i):
is obtained from the Flexibility Matrix , as follows:
Whereas the matrix is easily determined for a simple / statically determined system (in this case, a simply-supported beam). Indeed, Column j of matrix = , = 1 … = Displacements of the beam at the points = 1 … due to a unit load P, applied at position j along the beam, = 1 … -See Figure3.
Conversely,
Column j of matrix = , = 1 … =Set of forces acting on the beam at the points = 1 … that cause a unit displacement at position j along the span, = 1 … .
Main Assumptions
 The supports are considered rigid, for simplification purposes, and were replaced by the corresponding (initial) reaction forces, acting upon a statically determined structure;
 The system is linear (i.e. submitted to small displacements and strains), so that the solution in each step may be obtained by superposition, starting from the initial structure (at Step 0), which corresponds, in this case, to a continuous beam.
The notation used herein is summarized below: 
RESULTS
Applying the proposed procedure in the numerical example presented in Figure2, one obtains the following results: 
Reaction Forces

Displacements (final configuration)
Table1. Displacements at support points along the beam, final stage.
Structural Matrices m = 4 intermediate supports;
Flexibility Matrix , in [cm/tf]:
One should notice that the curves plotted to illustrate the data presented in Table2 do not exactly represent the deformed shape of the beam, since the displacements were evaluated only at the support points. This is the information usually available in practice, obtained by a topographic survey, as part of the activities to monitor the operation, as discussed in the sequence (See Item 5).
Relevant Commentaries and Remarks
The study of such a simple and straightforward example reveals some important (and yet obvious) findings, summarized below. These remarks are also valid for more general and complex structures when submitted to a lowering operation to remove the temporary intermediate supports used during its erection phase:
 Either one of the variables, namely, displacements or reaction/hydraulic forces (both measured at the supported points), may be chosen as the main parameter to control the lowering operation, leading to exactly the same results. The choice of one or the other depends on practical issues. Since the magnitude of the reaction forces is an issue regarding the safety margin of the towers, and due to the fact that they are easily controlled by the hydraulics, the reaction forces are usually preferred for this purpose;
 It is already quite clear that the beginning of the process is the most risky phase, because the magnitude of the reaction forces are higher, i.e. close enough to their initial / maximum values (and they tend to reduce as the process progresses). During this initial phase, much care should be taken, in order to avoid unexpected migration and load distribution between the temporary supports. This is prone to occur when working with statically indeterminate structures, as is normally the case;
 For this "classical approach" just presented, in which the load proportionally varies on all supports throughout the whole lowering operation, the main structure is automatically checked for the erection phase, excluding the handling of the component modules, that require specific checks, since the first and the last phases correspond to the most critical stages, i.e. the Main Structure totally supported (on temporary jack supports) and the Final Configuration (simply supported beam), respectively. During the lowering operation, the main structure is forcibly submitted to a less severe loading, as one may observe in Figure4, for the example discussed here;
 Although this is a convenient outcome, it also has the disadvantage that all the temporary towers will be liberated for disassembly at the same time and only by the end of the construction works (this can be troublesome and may cause some inconvenience for the construction team regarding planning and deadlines…).
 A lowering operation may be regarded as just a safe way to ensure that the self-weight will be statically applied and progressively resisted by the newly-assembled structure, during which the reaction forces acting on the temporary towers are controlled, in order to avoid unexpected load distributions between temporary supports;
 The variation ∆ ×1 on the reaction forces represents the load share transferred to the structure at step i, while the towers are relieved by the same amount. This is a cumulative process, until the structure becomes free from the temporary supports and resists its self-weight on its own (as shown in Table3).
This approach to remove the temporary supports is referred to herein as the Method of Related Deformed Shapes.
Figure4.
Internal forces (Bending Moment, in tf*cm) acting on the beam during the erection sequence (for n = 0, 2 and 5).
The method presented above, based on the use of a flexibility matrix, was a very useful tool to address some basic and important ideas about the topic discussed in this article. Some relevant and generally applicable conclusions came up based on the solution of a simple example, as discussed above in Paragraph (3.5).Although still applicable, this method is not convenient to solve real and more complex problems, because it would require the aid of a computer to perform the calculations anyway. For this purpose, another numerical method to simulate a lowering operation is presented in the next section (Item 4), which is still simple, but much more efficient if compared to the one just presented.
PROPOSED NUMERICAL MODEL TO SIMULATE THE LOWERING OPERATION
Now that the main concepts were introduced, it is desirable to generalize the idea just presented and develop a systematic numerical procedure, which is also capable to solve real (and consequently, more complex) structures in a practical way. A suitable method for this purpose is now presented. It was conceived in such a way that no sophisticated finite-element based software is required. Indeed, a finite element tool, commonly available in design offices, may be used for such purpose (or any other software based on simpler matrix methods, depending, of course, on the type of structure to be analyzed) to perform a conventional linear analysis.
The main differences of the general method now proposed, if compared to the one previously presented, are pointed out below:
 The temporary supports are removed one at a time, following a predefined sequence, and no longer all at the same time during the last step of the lowering operation;
 The stiffness of the support towers is now taken into account and determines the loading distribution after a certain support is removed from the system.
As a consequence, it is no longer automatically assured that the structure can withstand the applied loading during the lowering operation, as occurred in the previous case discussed in Item 2, referred to herein as the "classical approach". Instead, the safety of each structural member must be checked beforehand. These verifications lead to a suitable sequence to be chosen, so that the progressive removal of the temporary towers is a safe procedure, if possible. If not, the classical approach must be employed instead. It must be clear, therefore, that this is a trial-and-error procedure and that this extra work cannot be avoided.
This alternative approach is referred to in this article as the Influence Matrix method for the Reaction Forces, which is summarized in the sequence.
It is already clear that the proposed alternative method is more time consuming, if compared to the classical approach previously presented. However, one must consider that all the numerical calculations are fast and easily made with the aid of a personal computer, performing conventional structural analysis.
The main advantage that justifies the choice of this more complex procedure is actually operational, in the construction site, due to the possibility to disassemble the temporary towers earlier, as they are being released, with the corresponding saving of time, cost and Work Planning of the enterprise.
After this brief introduction, the Influence Matrix method for the Reaction Forces is now presented.
Purpose
To establish a general procedure for the numerical simulation of a lowering operation, in which the temporary towers may be progressively removed (i.e. the structural system continuously changes), in order to:
 Define a proper sequence to remove the towers (one at a time);
 Calculate the reaction forces accordingly, taking into account the stiffness of the temporary towers in the loading distribution between the intermediate supports during the operation;
 Check the main structure during the operation, to ensure that each one of its structural members is capable to withstand the construction phase safely.
Typically, the lowering operation comprises all the intermediate steps from a continuously supported structure up to the final configuration, corresponding to the assembled structure supported at both ends and submitted to its self-weight.
Method
The following data are known beforehand:
 The Initial reaction forces, corresponding to the initial configuration of the structural system = Main structure totally assembled and resting upon the temporary supports;
 The final configuration of the structural system = Main structure in the final position and submitted to dead load, comprising its deformed shape (for comparison purposes during the execution phase).
Main Assumptions
Once again, it is assumed that the operation is executed in "n" steps and that the deflections of the structure for the final configuration are known, as usual.
It is also assumed that a Finite Element-based software is available to automatically perform the required structural calculations. One should note that the nonlinearities involved are limited to problem of determining the load distribution after the removal of a support, via the Influence Matrix method, as detailed below (i.e. the structural system changes after each step). Using this approach, a non-linear "Staged Construction" type analysis is avoided (although it would be indeed a straightforward alternative for the same purposes pursued here).
The numerical procedure was developed with the basic assumption that one tower is removed per step, up to the total release of the structure from the temporary supports.
It is also assumed that the structure and the temporary towers were checked for the initial configuration and that strengthening, if required, was already installed and computed as part of the applied dead load.
The final configuration is never an issue, since the dead load is only part of the loading, to which the structure will be subjected during its use (and, consequently the structure was designed to resist it).
The proposed method is summarized in the following steps:
1. Define tentatively a suitable sequence to progressively remove the temporary towers (one at a time);
2. For the sequence chosen, proceed with the calculation of the Influence matrix for the reaction forces, i.e. the loading distribution on the remaining supports when a unity load is applied at the position of the tower to be removed. There will be as many sets of "unit" (or "normalized") reaction forces as the number of steps, considering that one tower is removed in every step; Notice that each set of reaction forces represents a line of the Influence matrix, with a zero element placed in the position corresponding to the tower to be removed.
3. Compute the loading variation on the remaining supports, for each step. These increments are easily obtained from the influence matrix, multiplying the "unit" reactions by the magnitude of the actual load (the one which corresponds to the reaction force acting on the tower to be removed in the given step;
4. Compute the sum of the applied forces on the remaining towers, by just adding the increments in each step to the initial reaction; 5. To determine the behavior of the structure in each phase or step "i" (i= 1 … n), one must work with the structural model in the final configuration (i.e. supported at the ends and completely free from the intermediate supports) and apply the following loading, composed by:
 The initial loading (including the reaction forces at the intermediate supports);
 The final reaction at the position corresponding to the tower that was removed in step i, but applied in the direction of gravity (i.e. loading the structure);
 The final reactions at the positions where the towers were already removed, in the previous steps (i-1, i-2, …), are also applied in gravity direction;
 The accumulated increments at the remaining positions, where the other towers are located and are still loaded, supporting the main structure.
6. Check both the structure and the towers in each step "i" (i= 1 ...n-1), in order to ensure that the structural members can safely withstand the applied loading, as per applicable standards.
Following the procedure presented above up to the end, after step "n" (i.e. after the removal of the last tower), it is evident that the structure will become submitted to the initial loading, but without the intermediate supports, or in its final configuration. This outcome, of course, does not depend on the sequence chosen for the removal of the towers.
To justify this method -which is based on the linear superposition of the results corresponding to the loading distribution on each support-it suffices to recognize that the structure "feels" only the loading increments due to the stepwise removal of the towers, noting that a complementary part of the reaction force remains on the towers, whenever they are active.
However, based on the outcome of STEP 6 above, it may be necessary to start the procedure over again, trying a different removal sequence of the towers, in order to obtain a better distribution of the temporary reaction forces on the intermediate supports; or of the internal forces acting on the partially supported structure.
The procedure to obtain the Influence Matrix for the reaction forces (STEP 2) is illustrated in Notice that the supports are progressively removed as the unit load P changes its position, as already emphasized. In this example, the sequence 1-2-3-4 was arbitrarily chosen for that purpose, but it could be any other (as long as the structure resists the corresponding internal forces) and not necessarily in a sequential order.
In Figure5, the following notation was used:
Step j, due to the unit load P (an element of the Influence Matrix); where:
Step during which the Support Reaction R i,k is to be evaluated ( < ); R i,j = Accumulated Reaction Force at Support [i], at Step j; R p,j = Accumulated load acting on Support [p] up to the previous step(i.e. up to Step j-1<k), applied on the structure in Step j due to the removal the corresponding tower, being p ≠ i (the negative sign is just to emphasize that the load is applied on the structure, in the opposite direction).
The reaction forces acting on the temporary towers must obviously be monitored during the lowering operation, as it will be further discussed in Section 5.
Numerical Example
The most effective way to illustrate the proposed method is by presenting a simple numerical example: a two-dimensional statically-determined truss, temporarily supported by five intermediate elastic supports.
The problem is summarized in Figure6below: 
Elastic properties of the supports
Vertical stiffness (k z ) =101.97 tf/cm (1 000 kN/cm) All the elastic supports have the same stiffness k z , which corresponds to the axial stiffness of the temporary towers. 
Material properties: Structural steel
 = 7.
Loading
The self-weight of the truss is disregarded in this example, for the sake of simplicity (and also to be faithful to the theoretical truss model). To simulate the complete lowering operation, the following Load Cases are to be considered:
LC.01 = External loads F = 8.154 tf (80 kN), applied at the nodes of the upper chord of the truss; LC.02 to 06 = Reaction forces corresponding to each support, according to the sequence of removal chosen; LC.07 to 10 = Set of loads to simulate the distribution of forces between the remaining support points, due to the progressive removal of the towers, corresponding STEP 01 ( = LC.07, for the first tower) to STEP 04 ( = LC.10, for the penultimate tower).
LC.11 to 15
= Accumulated load to be applied on the structure due to the release of a given tower, according to the sequence of removal chosen (LC.11 = First tower, ... , LC.15 = Fifth/last tower).
The operation is simulated by suitable superposition of the above described load cases, as will be demonstrated in the sequence, so that the structural system evolves from a multi-supported structure to the final (statically-determined) configuration.
Therefore, the sequence to be chosen for the removal of the towers clearly impacts the loading to be applied, as well as the determination of the influence matrix itself (since the structural system changes!). So, if a new sequence is to be studied, the numerical model shall be redone from the very beginning.
Analysis assumptions
End releases were set for all structural members, to simulate pin-connections of an ideal truss model.
The commercial software SAP2000 (Ref. [1] )was chosen to solve the structural model presented here.
The safety of the structure is checked as per AISC / ASD criteria (Ref. [2] ), which is based on the Working Stress Approach, just to render the code check simpler and straightforward, since this is not the main purpose of the study presented here.
The supports were simulated as simple elastic springs and are not checked in this numerical example (even though this is one of the most important checks to be performed in a real case, to ensure the integrity of the towers, especially in the beginning of the operation, when the reaction forces are larger).
Numerical Solution
The solution scheme presented below follows the same steps as previously outlined in the presentation of the proposed method. 3. Load increments of the Reaction Forces:
Table5. Load Increments of the Reaction Forces, per step.
To calculate the load increments:
See also Table6.
Accumulated Reaction Forces, per step:
Table6. Accumulated Reaction Forces, per step.
Numerical FE Analysis:
The following Load Cases were chosen to properly simulate the construction sequence:
Table7. List of Load Cases considered. These Load Cases were grouped in suitable Combinations to simulate the whole lowering operation, as shown in Table8, starting from the initial configuration (COMB. "STEP 0", in which the structure is fully supported) up to the final stage (COMB. 5, which corresponds to the phase when the structure is supported only at the ends):
Table8. Load Combinations adopted to simulate the construction sequence.
The nodal loads included in each Load Case were set according to the values previously calculated from the Influence Matrix and are presented in Table9, for illustrative purposes. For the listed joints of the FE model, the following node numbering applies:
Notice that:  Each combination contemplates the removal of a temporary support, according to the sequence previously chosen;  To simulate the removal of a support, each Combination must comprise two different new Load Cases: one for the variation of the reaction forces on the remaining supports and the other to take into account the accumulated load applied on the structure due the removal of the tower itself;  The Combinations were set based on the principle of superposition, so that the Combination for a later
Step comprises the previous one, amended by the Load Cases corresponding to the removal of a new support and so on. Following this procedure up to the final stage, all the Load Cases are then included in the last combination;  The Combination identified as "END" and comprising only Load Case "P" was set just for verification purposes, as a simple check, since its results must be identical to those corresponding to COMB. 5. A simple linear elastic analysis was performed in SAP 2000 and the main results are summarized below.
Figure7. Deformed shape of the structure during the construction sequence (displacements are multiplied by 150). As shown in Figure10, two members failed the safety criteria chosen to check the structure during the construction phase. The Safety Stress Ratio(or SSR =Applied stress / Member Strength) was not automatically calculated by the post-processor available in the software for such cases, since these members are considered too slender as per the standard criteria ( > 200). Notice that this is not an issue in the final structure, since these slender members are actually submitted to tensile forces in this configuration, so that a larger limit applies for in this case ( < 300).
Performing the code check for these members regardless of their slenderness ratio, one obtains: :.Not OK! The strength of the structural members as prescribed by Ref. [2] is presented in table 10, for illustrative purposes. 
Relevant Commentaries and Remarks
The main findings and conclusions obtained from the study of this simple example are summarized below: 1. As a first and general commentary, it is worth mentioning that the main calculation efforts are related to the determination of the Influence Matrix for the Reaction Forces. To accomplish this task, it suffices to solve a very simple structural problem, similar in complexity to a beam over an elastic foundation 3 , regardless of the type of the main structure to be supported by the temporary props;
2. Once the distribution of the reaction forces on the elastic supports is determined for each step, the structure is solved as if it was a statically determined problem, substituting the supports by their corresponding reactions, applied to the structure as external loads;
3. The solution of the structural problem becomes quite straightforward, simulating the whole operation by simply superposing the previously defined load cases. The displacement field and the internal forces are automatically determined for each step by means of a linear analysis, performed with the aid of a structural analysis software, which can also perform a safety check;
4. The main point to be highlighted with this example is that the integrity of the structural system is not necessarily assured during the construction phase, when the "optimized method" for the removal of the temporary supports is applied, since either the main structure or the temporary towers may not have been designed to withstand the internal forces resulting from the assembly sequence chosen by the Constructor. These structures must be checked for that specific condition beforehand. In case of either the structure, the towers or any of their members fail to fulfill the safety requirements for the chosen methodology, the Engineer may choose one of the following alternatives to overcome the problem:
 To follow the "classical approach" (or the Method of Related Deformed Shapes) in the lowering operation, releasing all the towers at the same time, but only at the end of the operation;
 To locally strengthen the structural members that fail to satisfy the safety check;
 To change the sequence to be followed in the removal of the towers, so that the structure is submitted to a "compatible" set of internal forces during the erection phase, taking into account the final loading that its members must resist, thus avoiding the need of local strengthening (which is certainly not required for the final structure, if it was correctly designed).
Option (III) above seems to be the simplest one in most cases, whenever a fast-track for dismantling the temporary towers is required.
Indeed, if one chooses the following sequence for the removal of the towers (always referring to The structural system meets the safety requirements as prescribed by the applicable standards during the erection phase. It suffices to repeat the same steps as shown here from the very beginning, since the Influence Matrix depends on the previously chosen sequence to remove the supports. This result will not be presented here.
GUIDELINES FOR A SAFE PROCEDURE TO BE ADOPTED AT THE CONSTRUCTION SITE
Having addressed and solved the problem related to the numerical simulation of the lowering operation, the focus now becomes the execution stage, aiming to achieve a safe job in the field. To do so, it is necessary to ensure that the field operation will be executed in total compliance with the design assumptions, following a certain predefined sequence exactly as considered in the performed and checked numerical simulations. This is the main purpose to justify the elaboration of a formal procedure for the erection sequence, to be prepared by the Engineers in charge of the construction phase (but under the supervision of the designer); the matter to be briefly discussed in this section.
A formal document that resumes the "Erection Procedure" is, therefore, an essential tool to assure the achievement of a sound, safe and successful operation, which has yet the following additional purposes:
 To list and organize all the required preparation tasks to reach the specified configuration of the structural system prior to the lowering operation, as envisaged by the design;
 To gather in a sole document all the data related to a relatively complex operation, which necessarily involves a multidisciplinary team and thus promoting the compatibility and the integration of the many existing interfaces, favoring their contributions and revisions and helping to avoid potential misunderstandings (and their harmful consequences);
 To clearly define the task and the corresponding responsibility of each team, according to their expertise, as well as that of the persons responsible for the overall control of the operation;
 To present the control methodology to be adopted in monitoring the operation;
 To give an overview of the operation to be performed in the field to the mobilized personnel, so that all are aware of their obligations, their importance to the process as a whole and the possible consequences of any mistakes.
According to the professional background of the authors and their field experience in similar operations, a sound procedure should contemplate the following topics:
Introduction
Main purpose of the document, brief description of the structure, presentation of the erection procedure specified by the Design phase and overall presentation of the document;
References
A list of key documents issued by the Designer (e.g. main drawings, Technical Specifications, Calculation Reports, main assumptions and recommendations for the assembling phase, etc.);
Engineering Data
A brief summary of the most relevant technical information to substantiate the operation, as revealed by the performed analyses to ensure safety, such as: (a) The applicable structural requirements and checks, stating the strength limits of the main structural elements; (b) The loading assumptions (eventually comprising the definition of applicable limits for environmental loads); (c) The maximum reaction forces acting on the temporary supports (to define the capacity of the hydraulic jacks); (d) The overall displacements determined at a set of previously chosen key points on the main structure (an information required to plan and to monitor the operation); (e) Internal forces acting on a set of structural members (preferably simple Tension / Compression normal forces), at some pre-selected spots on the main structure, to be used to monitor the real response of the structural system during the operation; (f) The specifications regarding the geometrical requirements, with a clear definition of the minimum required configuration for the structural system to allow the start of the operation; the specification of the other relevant configurations related to the process, as it progresses; (g) The specifications for the execution of the preparatory tests required (e.g.in the Instrumentation installed to monitor the operation), etc. These data are used as theoretical reference values to monitor the operation, as a controlling tool.
Concepts, Guidelines and Main Assumptions Made for the Lowering Operation
A brief overview of the lowering operation, stating: (a) The expected theoretical behavior of the structure during this phase (from the beginning = full support up to the end = free structure); (b) The breakdown of the process into a set of intermediate steps or "waves" to achieve the final displacement expected (which corresponds to the structure fully released from the construction supports); (c) The resulting number of steps / "waves", the identification of each step / "wave" (e.g. by colors:
Step/Wave 1 = Green, Step/Wave 2 = blue ... ) and the corresponding maximum vertical displacement for each step (in order to define the stroke of the jacks); (d) The geometrical configuration chosen for the metal shimming system to temporarily support the structure during an intermediate step (since such interruptions are required to restore the stroke of the jacks or to temporarily suspend the operation by the end of a shift); (e) The control methodology conceived to monitor the operation, based on the comparison of the values measured for the controlled variables (namely: Displacements / by Topographical surveys, Reaction forces / by Hydraulic pressure, Internal forces acting on a set of previously chosen key structural members / by Instrumentation)with the corresponding reference values, obtained in the numerical simulations performed during the design phase.
Work Teams and their Responsibilities
This topic should contain a description of the technical team in charge of the field operation, grouped in accordance with the professional background of their components, along with their respective activities to be performed and their corresponding responsibilities, so as to ensure smooth progress and good performance in a successful and safe operation. A typical Work Team is usually composed of:(a) Hydraulic team(T.01), responsible for the installation and operation of the hydraulic devices (cylinders, hoses, gauges and pumps), to control the progressive relief on the reaction forces acting on the temporary supports; (b) Instrumentation team(T.02), responsible for the installation and operation of the electronic devices (strain gages and controlling equipment), to measure the deformation of the main structure during the operation 4 ; (c) Land Surveying team(T.03), responsible for the surveying activities and measurements, to determine the displacements of pre-selected points on the main structure during the lowering operation, for monitoring purposes;(d) Field Workers team(T.04), to locally operate each hydraulic device and the shimming, under the supervision of the Hydraulic team, in order to keep the correct pace and synchronism during the descending movement of the jacks, thus avoiding any undesirable load distribution between the temporary supports; (e) Engineering team(T.05), responsible for the structural calculations performed during the Design phase, elaboration of the Erection Procedure and monitoring of the operation (which is based on the data collected by the other teams during the operation), defining corrective actions, based on the obtained results, if necessary; (f) Controller team (Leader)(T.06), the Engineer responsible for the coordination of the whole operation.
Preparatory Activities Prior to the Onset of the Operation
This item summarizes the preliminary activities to be imperatively carried out prior to the onset of the lowering operation, a handy tool for the field team responsible for its execution. These activities typically comprise: (a) Calibration of all the hydraulic device sets (Jack + Gauge + Pump) to be used in the operation (including spare components), to increase the precision in the determination of the forces through pressure measurements; (b) Installation of the calibrated hydraulic sets in their predefined positions, over the temporary towers, with traceable identification Tags; (c) Structural verification and inspection of the towers, specifying their strength and the maximum allowable load on each of them (taking also into account their support points, which may impose additional limitations); (d) Land survey measurements, to determine the initial configuration of the structural system (the starting point, for future reference);(e) Weather forecast for the planned starting date of the operation; (f) Field inspection, aiming to check the compliance of the structure with the Design assumptions and the requirements of the Erection Procedure; for instance, to check if: -The structural system corresponds to the one considered in the design for the initial phase of the lowering operation; -The hydraulic system (Figure11) and instrumentation (Figure12) were correctly installed and tested; -The required shimming is correctly installed (both to support the structure and the jacks) and the lateral guides are working properly (See Figure11) ; -The structural requirements (e.g. reinforcements, temporary work, assembly order, applied dead load, safety issues... ) as specified by the Designer were actually provided and the structure complies with the hypotheses assumed in the structural model; -Potential interferences may occur during the downward movement of the structure, carrying out the corresponding corrective measures, if so; (g) Checklists stating all the above mentioned preparatory activities, to be chosen as a guide in the field, helping the checker to verify if these requirements were all fulfilled. 
Full Description of the Operational Sequence
This section summarizes all the required steps to follow in a pre-defined sequential order, whose goal is to reach the final configuration of the assembled structure (i.e. completely free from the construction supports), starting at the initial configuration, for which the main structure is still supported by the temporary towers. This is actually the core of the Erection Procedure, which should be fully described, step by step, in this topic. A typical cycle will necessarily encompass the following sequence of activities, briefly described below: (i)The Leader (T.06) authorizes the start of a new cycle = Another pre-defined downward movement of the rods of the hydraulic jacks (or a controlled relief in the hydraulic pressures) to cause a corresponding relief of the reaction forces acting on the temporary towers;(ii)The Field Team(T.04) operates the hydraulic devices to obtain the target reduction of the hydraulic pressure of each jack), under the supervision of the Hydraulic Team (T.01), noting that this operation must take place simultaneously at all supports, but considering that each jack has a certain vertical displacement to fulfill; (iii)The Leader (T.06) stops the operation temporarily and checks if the specified hydraulic pressure was actually reached on all cylinders for the current "wave", or if eventually any adjustments are required;(iv) Once confirmed that the target pressures for the current "wave" were reached (within a certain tolerance), the Leader (T.06) informs the Engineering Team (T.05) that the step/"wave" is over and reads the measured hydraulic pressures at all supports (= Control Variables), for registration purposes. Afterwards, the Leader (T.06) authorizes the Instrumentation Team (T.02) and the Land Surveying Team (T.03) to proceed with the measurements of the deformations and displacements at the predefined control points; (v)The
Instrumentation Team (T.02) informs the measured deformations to the Engineering Team (T.05), for registration purposes; (vi)The Land Survey Team (T.03) informs the measured displacements to the Engineering Team (T.05), also for registration purposes; (vii)The Engineering Team (T.05) analyses the data obtained by the measurements in the field (= Control Variables), defines eventual corrective measures or just approves the results as such and informs the Leader (T.06) the final statement: STOP/ to perform further analyses and adjustments or GO AHEAD/ to the next step/"wave"  End of cycle.
Control Procedures
This section is dedicated to the description of the control procedure to be chosen in the field during the execution of the lowering operation, usually based on previously prepared EXCEL spreadsheets, containing reference (theoretical) values as determined in the design phase for the controlled variables, namely: (i) The hydraulic pressure on the jacks, corresponding to the reaction forces acting on the towers; (ii) The displacements at a set of key points on the structure and (iii) The internal forces measured at specific structural members. The reference values are determined at all steps; the real values are monitored during the operation and the measurements are compared to the corresponding reference values after each step, allowing the Engineering team (T.05) to check whether the structure is behaving as expected, or if any corrective measures are required for the next step. In this latter case, the operation must be temporarily suspended, so that the adjustments and their impacts may be determined. The spreadsheets are the main tool to guide such decisions. In any case, the Leader (T.06) is informed how to proceed: either "Proceed to the next step" or "The operation is halted for adjustments".
List of Equipment
This section presents a list of the equipment and devices required for the operation -Hydraulic, Instrumentation and Surveying, with their respective specifications, just for reference purposes.
Communication System
This section presents a suitable schematic to allow efficient communication between the teams involved in the operation, so that it may occur exactly as planned and described in Item 5.5.7. A suitable flowchart for the communication system is illustrated in Figure13. Once the lowering operation is finished, it is recommended that a final report is issued. This report should summarize all the information collected in the field during the operation, for the controlled variables, with a comparison to the corresponding values predicted by the Design for future reference. To end this section, it is worth presenting some valuable hints to improve the knowledge of the construction process presented here, based on the experience acquired in the execution of similar previous operations, as summarized below:
 The synchronism of the downward movements imposed by the hydraulic jacks on the structure must be assured, otherwise a migration of load between the temporary towers is prone to occur (the stiffer the structure, the more pronounced this phenomenon will be);
 One should note that there are some practical issues, which make this task even more difficult than it already is, since the displacements to impose at each supporting point are of different magnitudes (larger at mid span, smaller near the end supports), the capacity of the jacks are different (and so are their sizes), part of them are mechanically actuated and part not, etc. In order to overcome the problems generated by these issues, it suffices to consider a set of sub-steps to reach the displacement foreseen in each larger step, so that there is margin for adjustments and a pace to impose the rhythm of pumping, as the hydraulic pressure progressively increases;
 Experience has shown that the most delicate phase of the operation is the very beginning, which is the moment when the load is transferred from the shimming to the hydraulic jacks. Under these circumstances, the structure (usually very stiff) corresponds to a statically undetermined system, so the temporary supports tend to concentrate more load. A special procedure to avoid this behavior is required and shall be developed by the personnel in charge of the overall Erection Procedure;
 Lateral (horizontal) loads are not allowed to act at the top of the pistons of the hydraulic devices, which were not designed to withstand bending moments. To avoid the risk of occurrence of such actions, which can jeopardize the jacks and/or render the structural system instable while supported by the hydraulic devices, a guide system specially designed to resist such loads should be provided. These guides are fixed on the temporary towers, as illustrated in the example presented in Figure11;
 Experience has shown that the hydraulic pressure shall be the main variable to be controlled during the operation: The pressure rules the process, the displacements of the system and the arising internal forces follow. These two last variables are measured after each step and compared to the corresponding reference values afterwards. That is the practical way to manage the operation, which also leads to a safe procedure, since the main concern is to avoid the migration of unexpected loads to a given temporary support. The hydraulic pressure is surprisingly easy to set. The authors' experience has proved that there was no difficulty to exactly impose the predetermined pressures to the jacks, simultaneously at all supports;
 Since the total vertical displacement of the structure at mid span (at the end of the lowering operation) is usually larger than the stroke of the available hydraulic jacks, a few breaks are required during the process, in order to remove a number of shim plates under the cylinders and restore the strokes. During these breaks, the structure temporarily rests on the lateral supports, upon another set of adjustable shim plates (See Figure11) . Experience has shown that it is good practice to fix the top of rods of the hydraulic jacks to the bottom side of the lifted structure. Proceeding this way, the hydraulic power itself is applied to lift up the jacks, leaving room to remove the shim plates under them, in order to adjust the height for the next step in a very quick and effective way. Note also that the use of fully extended (or fully contracted) piston rods is not recommended, or else it will no longer be possible to lift and to maneuver the structure if required (for any adjustments), whenever it is supported by the hydraulic devices;
 Since the capacity of the hydraulic cylinders is a value that varies in a discrete way, considering the equipment available in the market, it is also good practice to select the hydraulic devices with some margin to assimilate any increase in the dead load to be lifted; a value in the vicinity of 1.5 times the estimated design load is recommended. One should remember that the hydraulic devices are usually pre-calibrated to increase the precision of the pressure measurements (or, in other words, to know the error committed when the pressure is determined by p = Force × Area), so that the replacement will also represent a loss of quality, besides time and money. Besides, in practice the quantities are never as estimated by the design, and the change is always on the unfavorable side;
 Finally, it is recommended to foresee spare hydraulic devices for replacement, in case of any failures. The availability of at least one pair for each capacity is recommended, bearing in mind that the spare device sets (cylinder + gauge) shall be also pre-calibrated.
EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION: ASSEMBLY OF LARGE STEEL STADIUM ROOFS
This section presents the results obtained in two operations performed by ODEBRECHT in accordance with the methodology described herein. The authors of the present work were members of the Engineering Team (T.05): at the São Paulo/ Corinthians Arena (one of the Brazilian stadia designated for the FIFA 2014 World Cup) and at the João Havelange Olympic Stadium (the one which was restored for the 2016 Olympic Games and was recently renamed as Nilton Santos Olympic Stadium, also known as Engenhão).
The following information will be presented for each one of them:
 A brief summary explaining how the structural system works;
 The measured displacements of the main structure, at a pre-selected set of key points (in mm);  The measured internal forces at the main structural element(s) (in tf);
 The comparison between the measured data with the corresponding reference / theoretical values.
These data were extracted from the final reports issued in the context of the Project.
São Paulo / Corinthians Arena
Description
The roof is composed by two huge truss-type steel structures covering the eastern and western grandstands, connected by two heavy trusses in the north and south sides, as illustrated in The structures are identical for the both the northern and southern trusses. They were assembled based on the same methodology, with modules supported by temporary towers during the erection phase, which were later removed when released by a lowering operation, executed in Dez-2104. The planned operation was exactly the same for both sides, but they did not occur at the same time.
The southern side was released first. The data presented below refer to the southern truss (the numbers for the north are of the same order of magnitude).
Support Reactions / Hydraulic Forces
Two jacks per tower were used in the operation, with the following initial reactions (prior to the operation --See also The initially imposed pressures were: T.01 with 80bar (internal) / 110bar (external); T.02 with 115bar (internal) / 208bar (external); T.03 with 100bar (internal) / 152bar (external); T.04 with 105bar (internal) / 152bar (external); T.05 with 145bar (internal) / 120bar (external). For the lifting, hydraulic jacks of 300 and 500 tf capacity were used (with limit pressures of 390 and 234 bar, respectively.), distributed according to the magnitude of the provided reaction forces. The hydraulic pressure was the controlling variable during the operation, which was progressively relieved at each step (total of 6 steps), as presented in Table11 below.
Table11. Reaction forces on each step, southern truss (in tf).
Lowering Operations of Large Steel Structures: Numerical Simulation & Guidelines for a Safe Procedure
As shown in Table11, the reaction forces reached the null value only during the last steps (5 and 6), so all the towers were released almost at the same time, by the end of the operation. This is a classic example of the application of the so-called "Method of Related Deformed Shapes" approach, addressed above in Item2.
Displacements
The displacements were determined after each step, by Land Surveying (as prescribed in the Erection Procedure), and the measured results were compared afterwards to the corresponding reference values. The target points were located at the vertical columns, which connect the main truss to the tie rod ( See Figure16) .These points are also aligned to the axes of the temporary towers. The obtained displacements are graphically represented in Figure17, as deflections in relation to the initial (almost undeformed) configuration. The curves with the theoretical / expected deflections, for each step, were also included in the same graph (with dashed lines), for comparison purposes. 
Internal Forces
In this case, the following members were instrumented: the tie rod, the upper and lower chords of the truss (at mid span). In such a simple structural system, based on the theory of trusses, the tension force acting upon the rod is an excellent parameter to characterize how precise and efficient was the mathematical model to simulate the real structural behavior. The measured values for the strains were converted into the resulting tension force and the results obtained are presented in Figure18.
Figure18. Tension force acting upon the tie rod of the southern truss, measured during the lowering operation
It is worth noting in the data graphically presented in Figure18, that the strains were measured only at the last sub-step of each main step during the procedure. The measured tension force reached the magnitude of 1 337 tf, which represents 96% of the theoretical value expected (Design Force = 1 386 tf). Notice that the thinner black lines in the graphic represent a tolerance margin of 10% around the reference value.
Similar results were obtained for the northern truss. The lowering operation took place in Jan-2015.
João Havelange Olympic Stadium
Description
The roof is composed by a ring-shaped shell structure, which is suspended by four arches. The eastern and western arches are larger; the topmost point at mid span reaches 31 m high (from the level of the supports, at the top of two concrete columns about 42 m high), covering a span 220 m long. The smaller northern and southern arches have the height of 23 m and a span 164 m long. The thrust of the arches are resisted by tie rods connected to their ends, so that the eight concrete columns, that support the four arches (two per corner / arch) are not submitted to significant in-plane bending moments. The suspension of the roof is composed by hangers, one pair for each main truss, reaching 20 hangers in total for the west and east sides, and 14 for the north and south. These structural members are also responsible for ensuring the stability of the arches, composing their lateral bracing system. Figure19) , the main structural members were composed by steel pipes (arches, tie rods and hangers), whereas the shell structure in the plane of the roof is composed by steel profiles and corrugated plates in a very conventional arrangement, although not so effective. Hot-rolled steel profiles were used to compose the secondary members (main radial trusses, catwalk and the horizontal bracing system), while cold-formed slender elements were selected for the tertiary members (purlins), which are also responsible for the stability of the trusses. The total weight of the roof was 4 200 tf in this configuration (including accessories).
In its original configuration (illustrated in
Figure19. An overview of João Havelange stadium, in its original configuration (2007), Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
The original structure was inaugurated in 2007 for the Pan-American games, but the roof presented severe structural issues ever since. The structure was the matter of extensive studies, including a series of sophisticated field measurements, as an attempt to better understand its real behavior. The causes of the structural problems, clearly a very complex and polemic matter, are not the subject of this paper and so they will no longer be discussed here. In any case, the findings of these studies led to the need of a huge reinforcement, which was executed in 2015. The main change consisted of the transformation of the arches in vertical mega-trusses, as shown in Figure20. In this picture, the overall reinforcement incorporated to the original structure is highlighted, putting in evidence the components of the mega-truss: the diagonals, vertical members and the lower chord. The intervention also comprised a general reinforcement in the structure of the roof itself (not visible in the picture), as well as a pair of cables to reinforce each concrete column. To achieve this goal, it was necessary to support the roof again, so that the reinforcement incorporated would also work for the dead load (see Figure21) . The total weight of the reinforcement reached 1 500 tf (cables not included).
The final step of the construction work was the lowering operation, in order to release the structure from the previously installed (new) construction supports, which was initiated in July-2015 and represents an example of the "Influence Matrix Method" approach.
Figure20. An overview of the reinforcements installed on the roof structure of the João Havelange stadium.
Figure21
. Temporary towers to support the roof prior to the installation of the reinforcement.
The lowering operation occurred in different phases, to comply with the needs and time schedule of the construction site. The data presented in the sequence refers to the western arch.
Support Reactions / Hydraulic Forces
The number of towers (10) was determined by the number of suspension points. One jack per tower was used in the operation, with a distribution of the initial reaction forces as presented in Table12 (for "STEP 0"). In Figure21, the towers are numbered from the left to the right (according to the same numbering system considered in the design). The hydraulic pressure was the controlling variable during the operation, which was progressively relieved at each step (6 steps in total), as presented in Table12 below.
Table12. Reaction forces at each step, western arch (in tf).
Displacements
The displacements were determined after each step, by Land Surveying (as prescribed in the Erection Procedure), and the measured results were compared afterwards to the corresponding reference values. The target points were located at the top of the arch, one for each axis (and so aligned to the towers). The obtained displacements are graphically represented in Figure22, as deflections in relation to the initial configuration (almost undeformed and relieved). The curves with the theoretical / expected deflections for each step were also included in the same graph (with dashed lines), for comparison purposes. 
Internal Forces
In this case, the following members were instrumented: the arch (near the ends, where the internal forces are larger, but away from the introduction of the load at the pad eye) and the tie rod (at mid span, being the normal force almost uniform). The new structural system is still very simple, to render the measured internal forces as quite good and straightforward parameters to qualify how precise and efficient was the mathematical model to simulate the real structural behavior. The measured values of the strains were converted into the resulting tension force and the obtained results are presented in In Figure23, the dashed lines represent a margin of 10% around the theoretical (previewed) value, proving that the structure behaved pretty much as expected, in accordance with to the numerical models adopted in the simulation of the operation.
The remarkable break in the line representing the internal tension force on the tie rod occurred as a result of the planned construction sequence. Indeed, it corresponds to the relief in the normal force acting upon the rod due to the installation and tensioning of the pair of cables required to reinforce the concrete columns. 
FINAL REMARKS
This article was dedicated to the study of the Engineering activities involved in the task of safely releasing a newly-assembled structure from the set of temporary supports used during the construction phase, referred to herein as a lowering operation. This study addresses both the design phase, presenting two approaches for the numerical model used in the simulation of the operation; as the execution phase, highlighting some important points and details that one should consider in the elaboration of a field procedure for the implementation of the operation at the construction site.
A lowering operation is simply a safe method to progressively load the structure with its self-weight, aiming to achieve the final configuration of the erection phase, by controlling the reaction forces acting upon the temporary supports with hydraulic devices, in order to:
 Avoid the migration of loading to any of the temporary supports, which could jeopardize their structure (usually steel towers);
 Avoid the premature loss of any temporary support in the beginning of the process, which could lead to the situation mentioned above and increase the risk of the operation;
 Ensure that the application of the dead load is performed in a very smooth and slow way, in order to avoid any impact and resulting dynamic effects.
Based on the statements listed above, it becomes clear that the most delicate stage of this process is the beginning of the operation, when the magnitudes of reaction forces are highest. Indeed, this stage also comprises the installation of the hydraulic devices, which requires first the lifting of the structure by means of hydraulic power, in order to transfer the support points from the shimming plates (over which the modules were initially supported, during the assembling stage) to the jacks. This is actually a very tricky and sensitive operation, that demands a totally dedicated procedure prior to its execution, given the possibility of the loading distribution in a statically undetermined structure (as is always the case), also including in this case the perturbation arising from the thermal loading.
The main differences revealed by the comparison of the two different approaches, here presented, may be summarized as follows:
 If the "Method of related deformed shapes" is followed, there is no need to check the structure for the transitory phases, during the erection sequence, since the most severe stages, to which the structure is submitted, are necessarily the first and the last 5 (i.e. the initial continuous structure; and the final structure submitted to dead loadthis last configuration is never the most severe one, since the structure is supposed to bear also variable loads);
 On the other hand, if the "Influence matrix method for the reaction forces" is chosen (as an attempt to optimize the removal of the temporary towers), it will be indeed necessary to check the erection sequence, in order to avoid the overstressing of any member of the structure during these transient stages. If any problem arises during the erection sequence, the solution is not necessarily a reinforcement (which is always a big issue in such situations), but the choice of a more suitable sequence to remove the towers, as shown in the simple example here presented.
As a practical tip, it is strongly recommended for the Engineering team responsible for the operation to be very judicious in the definition of the set of points to collect the data to be used in the control activities, especially for the instrumentation devices. This is a general recommendation which is particularly true and valuable in this case. A huge amount of data will be more disturbing than helpful as a tool to understand the real behavior of the structure. In this case, the less, the better (supposing, of course, a well-chosen set of key points, on members preferably submitted to a uniform stress state).
Finally, it is worth mentioning that, when correctly performed, the lowering operation is just a procedure to safely reach a configuration, in which the newly-assembled structure is totally free from the temporary supports and becomes submitted to the dead load. Therefore, it has no effect upon the final behavior of the structure, which obviously depends only on the design originally conceived (assuming a sound erection procedure). In case of any problem of this nature, the Engineering team will be aware of this fact in advance, as a result of the controlling procedure, so that the operation may be safely suspended. Corrective measures may be planned in advance and promptly implemented, in order to minimize, as much as possible, potential losses.
